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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF
UNION FORCE MARINE GROUP
UFMG is a consortium of naval engineering and shipyards brought together by the knowledge and experience of its
Chairman, Dr. Jean-MarcGregori.,
UFMG’s main offices and workshops are in Viareggio and Pisa (Italy), while the other offices are in Paris (France), Bizerte
(Tunisia) and in North America
UFMG is currently focusing on ultrafast vessels and advanced shipbuilding in light alloy and composite fiberglass and carbon,
featuring superior seakeeping and exceptional naval architecture, engineering, procurement handling and production
control for high speed security vesselsand megayachts in the navaland marineindustry.
UFMG and its founder own a shipbuilding complex including patents and designs that can produce an extremely refined
and highly technological (zero-fault) range of unique vessels (in terms of comfort, speed, unmatchable seakeeping and
stability on the high seasin every condition).
UFMG’s ultra-high-speed vessels have been tested, proven and purchased by some of the world’s most advanced Navies,
Special Operations Forces, Police organizations, Coast-Guards and yacht owners.
UFMG’s projects and technicians have been awarded several times first-class world champions - they’re comparable to
Ferrari in Formula 1.
The design of UFM’s boats design originated from the record result achieved during the boat race between San- Francisco
and Honolulu: Branson’s Virgin Atlantic fast boat won the Blue Ribbon of Atlantic Cross and inspired the Force
80 (25m), which wasdesigned by UFMG.

HISTORY
Four generations ago, in France, the Gregori family began designing, building, and operating oceangoing vessels. They
founded a shipyard with skilled carpenters in Cap Corse, where the feluccas that took part in the victory of Lepanto were
built.
Thirty years ago Dr. Jean-Marc Gregori (4th generation) began his research at Aix en Provence (University of France,
Marseille), while collaborating with Aerospatiale and S.E.P.(European Society for Propulsion of Ariane).
Since the beginning, UFMG has sold and participated in designing many of the most advanced maritime vessels for some
of the most demanding military and civilian clients.

VIRGIN ATLANTIC CHALLENGE TROPHY

The Virgin Atlantic Challenge Trophy is an award for the fastest transAtlantic crossing by a small surface vessel, one of several such awards that
have grown out of the contest for the prestigious Blue Riband of the
Atlantic. The trophy was created following Richard Branson's recordbreaking Atlantic crossing in 1986 and the refusal by the American
Merchant Marine Museum to surrender the Hales Trophy, the then only
official award for the Atlantic crossing record.
Branson's first attempt on the record, in 65ft twin-hull Virgin Atlantic
Challenger, departed New York in June 1985. After surviving rough
weather and he threat of late icebergs Challenger was fatally damaged 100
miles from Bishops Rock, the intended finishing line, and sank in heavy seas.
The following year, in a new craft, the 72ft monohull Virgin
Atlantic Challenger II, Branson completed the crossing in three
days, eight hours and 31 minutes, averaging just under 36 knots; he thus
shaved two hours and nine minutes off the time set by United States in
1952.

Branson’s Virgin Challenger II - 1986

UFM DESIGN FOR VIRGIN CHALLENGER II

Richard Branson's Virgin Atlantic Challenger II, is a 72'
aluminum monohull powered by twin 2,000-hp. MTU V12
396 TB93 dieselengines.
Challenger, which was designed by Peter Birkett and Tony
Castro, following Jean Marc Gregori’s first deep V mono
hull design and Levy drive system, with surface-piercing,
five-bladed propellers, was the work of Sonny Levi; later Jean
Marc Gregori’s patented design wasbased on ASD
She was built in England, by Brooke Yachts Ltd. at Lowestoft,
Suffolk.
Fuel capacity being a major consideration in any attempt by a
small powerboat to cross the Atlantic, Challenger II was fitted
with four main fuel tanks amidships, each of 3.13 tons capacity,
and she carries a trimming tank in the bow of 1.2 tons
capacity.

UFM GROUP TEAM
Jean-Marc G R E G O R I
Taught more than 10 years asprofessor at Aix-Marseille working with French Aerospatiale, and USNCAM BFM30+ years
in research & development of advanced materials, propulsion systems and hull design; and 20+ years building, testing and
selling military and luxury ships

Don S H E A D
A guru in naval architecture who specializes in unmatched seakeeping and comfort: he’s famous for designing racing
powerboats and fast luxury yachts like Sussurro, a50-meter boat running at 50 knots, and isAga Khan’s personal architect

UFM GROUP TEAM
Tony C A S T R O
Tony Castro is a world-class designer who has a lifetime of experience. Tony's career
started with racing yachts and his designs have won no less than 5 world
championships. More recently Castro’s superyachts have won 4 industry awards for
design
Erbil S E RT E R
has more than 50 years of experience in hydrodynamic design of advanced hull forms. He is considered the leading thinker
in tank test research. Mr. Serter is the father of the anti-slam Deep V hull, which is fundamental to energy saving. A large
number of ships have been built based on Mr. Serter’s extensive and impressive IP portfolio, which is the result of his
extensive investment
Leonardo A C C I A R R I
Principal naval architect of UFMG with over 30 years of experience in Professional service
vessels,OPV,fast yacht designs, mega-yachts and cruiser liner icebreakers, tugs

Stefano B I A N C A L A N A
Certified Public Accountant, Statutory Auditor. Lives and works in Viareggio, he’s always been familiar with offshore
vessels thanks to his father, who worked asaspeedboat mechanic
Francesco D E L FREO
Lawyer in national-level trials, former official of the Ministry of Defense and Italian Navy officer (Coast Guard)
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UFM GROUP SHIPYARD
The headquarters of UFM Group are in Viareggio: this is
where, for years, it has had a laboratory for the design and
production of its most innovative products.
The production sites - for massproduction - for which it has
signed specific industrial agreements, are in Pisa (Cantieri di
Pisa Porta a Mare), and in Bizerte - Tunisia (Parc d’activité
economique de Bizerte ).
In particular, the Bizerte production site features a covered
area measuring 4,500 square meters and an uncovered
measuring 6,000 square meters, in addition to an arsenal with
dry docks where vessels can be easily and quickly taken out of
the water.

Pisa - Cantieri di Pisa
PaM

Bizerte
Parc d’activité économique

UFM GROUP SHIPYARD 2018

In 2018, with the aim of expanding its presence in the Versilia
area and of obtaining a modern production site for highspeed craft, UFM Group signed a production agreement with
the company Nautica International Srl and took over a new
construction site in Massarosa (LU) for the realization of
productions with composite materials.

NASA - MICHOUD ASSEMBLY FACILITY
UFM Group has been constantly present in the
Michoud Assembly Facility, a NASA center of
development and production, since 2008.
The presence of UFM Group in this
important structure was firmly supported by
Admiral Jay M. Cohen, the Under Secretary of
the Department of Homeland Security for
Science and Technology, who was deeply
impressed by the performance of the
composites produced by UFM and decided to
bring its technology to the renowned US
center.
Since then, the scientific collaboration with the
Department of Homeland Security for
Science and Technology hasbeencontinuous.

RESEARCH CONTINUITY &
DEVELOPMENT
In 2005, Jean-Marc was invited to the U.S. Department of
Homeland security to explain and demonstrate the
exceptional results he had achieved in the use of composite
materials for boat building. Admiral Cohen (Office Naval
Research and Pst of HS) thought that the company’s
production methods were very innovative and defined JeanMarc’s production process with composite materials “the
absolute best way to build ships and the perfect application of
the principles of aerospace to the boating industry.” For this
reason, Jean-Marc believed that his most important mission
was to perfect his patents and production processes as much
as possible and achieve the greatest innovations with them processes that he has spent a lot of time in developing and
for which he has invested significant amounts of family funds.
His is a great and innovative research and development plan
that hasbeen ongoing for 24 years.

RESEARCH CONTINUITY & DEVELOPMENT
Since 2007, after along experience in the field of design, engines, propulsion systems and manufacturing naval processes, conducted
in many countries around the world, therefore, Jean-Marc has updated all his assets and is focusing on the development of his own
molds in order to achieve the highest quality. He has assiduously developed the Research and Development department: he is notably
responsible for the highly technological evolution of the F16and the conception of F145interceptor carriers.

The years between 2010 and 2015 were dedicated to developing a new generation of FORCE 6 - FORCE 16 interceptors,
admiral vessels F80, interceptors carriers Force 125, Force 140, Force 145, OPV 205, interceptor carriers Explorer F185, long range
F275.
Intensive studies have been carried out with Boldmar on new materials such asTitanium and Welding friction (NASA). All this allowed
UFMG to acquire solid knowledge about high-tech construction and new designsfor the new market of the next 20 years.

Study and innovation activities have been conducted on products and materials, but also on the organization of the production, the
logistics, financial aspects and marketing of UFMG’s shipyards to achieve the best price/quality ratio, to minimize costs and delivery
times.

All this has led to the definition of production standards that make it possible to exercise a precise control over the time and costs of
processing, thus shortening delivery times and reducing production costs. Moreover, UFMG’s technology and organization are
completely portable: they maybe reproduced in anyshipyard in the world under the close supervision of UMFG technicians.

DESIGNS & PRODUCTIONS
REALIZED BY UFMGROUP
In the course of its now more than 20 years of activity, UFM Group has realized
the design - based on the innovative patents owned by Mr. Gregori - for a
considerable number of projects and orders.
The state authorities of the Navy, Customs and Coast Guard are the main end
customers of UFMG’sproducts, in addition to private shipowners.
For some of them it has also provided direct production, on a large scale, offering
a series of molds that can be used for the models that are most requested (F9,
F16).
For others, it has cooperated with some of the most famous and efficient
European shipyards. In this case, however, the entire production process has
always been carried out under the direct control and engineering and production
direction of Mr. Gregori and of the team of engineers and experts of UFM Group
and by directly employing UFM workers for the productions that directly involved
elements covered by apatent.

Design and products made by UFM Group
Units designed,
produced and sold
Force 6 Expression
PatrolBoat
Force 5 W 285
PatroBoat
Force 16 Interceptor
Force 80 GR72
Force 8
Force 10 Pleasure
SDV Submarine
Force 125 SAR 34
OPV 64
SAR 33
Force 100/105
Pilot Boat

Number
Customer
of Units
1
30
9
24
2
8
20
14
5
4
1
1

Privade customer
Griffin Security
Company (Yemen)
Saudi Arabia Mischa
Project
Italian Guardia di
Finanza
Ivory Coast Customs
Private customer
Tunisia
France/Antille/Spain
Unite Arabic Emirates
Special Forces
Turkish Coastguard
Morocco
Libya

During its more than twenty years of activity, UFM Group has created the
design - based on the innovative patents owned by Mr. Gregori - for a
considerable number of projects and orders.
For some of them it has also provided direct production, on a large scale.
For others, it has made use of cooperation with some of the most famous
and efficient European shipyards. In this case, however, the entire
production process has always been carried out under the direct control
and the engineering and production direction of Mr. Gregori, of the UFM
Group team of engineers and experts and directly employing the UFM
workers for productions that directly involved elements covered by patent.

THE PRESENT - LUERSSEN

In 2017, UFM Group signed a license and design agreement
with the German Luerssen shipyard for the design and
construction of super-fast boats.
This collaboration included the project of the new ultra
fast F80 - a 24-meter boat capable of reaching a
speed of 57 knots per hour with a weight of 78 tonnes (data
certified by the tank tests carried out by Hamburgische
Schiffbau-Versuchsanstalt).

WHY UFM ISDIFFERENT

EXPERIENCE - DESIGN - PROVEN BY CUSTOMERUSE
EXPERIENCE
– 20 years of research anddevelopment
– Built vessels - more than 50 with cruising speeds in excess of 50 knots
- and conducted tank tests
–Cost is competitive with any other material because UFM uses skilled
and well-trained workers following aproven shipbuilding process
DESIGN
–Unique, proprietary manufacturing process using copyrighted designs
and patented propulsion arrangement
–Hulls are designed with special knees, spray rails, angle bow, and V deep
dead rise, all of which contribute to stability and comfort, even at high
speed
–UFM composite is better adapted to sea than metal - it is less subject to
corrosion, does not conduct electricity, and the interior equipment is
better protected
– Less resonance
– Easyrepairs, handled in/under water
–UFM is fire-resistant. The isophtalic resin used cannot burn, unlike
aluminum and steel. Eventanks are constructed of fiberglass composite
P R O V E N B Y C U S TO M E R U S E
– UFM customers have test-proven
UFM-built vessels in the strongest seasand most severe conditions.
A UFM-designed racing boat has earned world champion status.

UFMGROUP COMPOSITE
Advantages of Composites
Composites out-perform traditional materials and offer clear
advantages in production, operations, safety, and weight
Production
Anti-slam bow shape easily formed and reproduced through
molding
Operations Longer
service life
Less susceptible to corrosion
Easier to maintain, results in overall lifetime savings
Less crew maintenance required
Reliable
Better shock resistance, less vibration
Less noise, more stealth
Lower gross weight permits more payload

ADVANTAGES OF COMPOSITES

Safety
Easymitigation of safety risks
Does not transmit heat
Fire-resistant
Better thermal insulation
Weight
Lighter than alternative materials, allows more fuel and
weapons onboard
- 40% lighter than steel
- 20% lighter than aluminum
Stronger, stiffer than metal, and while it has the same
strength, it’s lighter than steel and aluminum
Lighter weight, hull shape and anti-slam design saveenergy

COMPOSITE CHALLENGES

Some shipbuilders have experienced challenges with
composite hulls, they usually cite one or more of the
following problems:
Increased costs, making composite ships more difficult to
acquire
Increased flammability and instability
Substandard fabrication processes for joining metal with
composites
A shipbuilding culture resistant to composites because of
familiarity and expertise with metals
All of these problems can be overcome by having the right
technology, a proven fabrication process, and an
established history of building well-designed, thoroughly
tested ships

UFM GROUP HULL DESIGN
T h e e x t r ao r d i n ar y p e r f o r m an c e ,
maneuverability and fuel economy of UFM’s
series of FORCE vessels is due to the
proprietary Deep V Hull design coupled with
UFM’s patented in-line power train. The
designers of these highly sophisticated vessels are
world famous. They include, Dr. Jean-Marc
Gregori, founder of the UFM GROUP, and naval
architects Don Shead, Erbil Ser ter and
Leonardo Acciari.

STABLE PLATFORM
A wide variety of UFM FORCE vessels are able to cruse at very high speed without slamming, rolling, or porpoising. This stability makes travel
comfortable for passengers and crew. Crew members can focus on the mission instead of trying to keep their balance. The elimination of
slamming also reduces maintenance costs and extends the life of the vessel. In addition to providing stability, the UFM Deep V Hull planes very
quickly reducing drag and directing spray away from the vessel. The deck stays dry. Reduced drag reduces fuel consumption. On average, UFM
FORCEvesselsuse25%lessfuel than conventional designs.That isasignificant savingover the life of the vessels.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
UFM Deep V Hulls can be manufactured using special composites, aluminum, steel or titanium and in some cases, acombination of
these materials. Composite vessels are gaining in popularity for military applications as well as for pleasure craft. There are many
reasons for this trend. Among the most important is that the maintenance and repair cost of composite vessels over their more
than 40 year useful life is far lessthan other shipbuilding materials.

MANUFACTORING PRECISION
The UFM Deep V Planning Hull design is aprecise complex shape that is adapted for each of the FORCE series vessel. The angles, linearity, sharp spray rails,
convex shape, thickness of the material, weight and other factors require highly sophisticated manufacturing processes. When FORCE series vessels are
manufactured using composite materials afemale mold is used to assure accuracy of the hull shape. Most contemporary composite boats are made using a
male mold. When mail molds are used, the composite material is applied to the outside of the wooden mold. When using a female mold, the composite
material is applied to the inside of the mold. It is easy to understand that when the composite material is applied to the inside of the mold and then
removed from the mold, the outside of the composite material will accurately replicate the shape of the mold. When the composite material is applied to
the outside of the mold and then removed from the mold, the outside of the composite material will only closely approximate the shape of the mold. It is
similar to comparing an injection molded part with a vacuum formed part. The injection molded part will be far more accurate. All composite UFM Force
series vessels use Multi-axial fibers and fire resistant Isophthalic resin. Multi-axial fibers make it possible to orient the fiber cloth in the exact direction
needed to resist the forces on the hull at very high speeds in heavyseas.Fire resistant resin produces safer vessels.

ULTRASOUND INSPECTION
Because of the extraordinary forces placed on the
hull at ultrafast speeds (speeds in excess of 60 Kt),
prior to delivery of all ultrafast vessels they are
automatically inspected for anomalies using
sophisticated ultrasound techniques. In the rare
instance of detecting a problem, it is corrected
prior to deliver y. Pre-deliver y ultrasound
inspection is a recommended option for all other
FORCE series vessels. UFM GROUP also
recommends bi-annual ultrasound inspection of all
military and commercial vessels. The top two
graphs in the following display depict correct test
results while the bottom two graphs show
anomalies.

UFM GROUP PATENTED MULTI PROPULSION
MOTORIZATION SYSTEMINTEGRATED WITH
PLANING HULLS FOR ULTRA FAST VESSELS

UFM Group uses the patent of Mr. Gregori for the
construction of an integrated engine and transmission system
which, once applied to UFM’s specific hulls, allows to obtain
constantly efficient propellers that never lose traction.
The system guarantees unique seakeeping capabilities, a very
high maneuverability and the possibility to reverse the
direction of travel with very tight curves.

UFM GROUP’SSHIPS
UFM Goup’s proprietary hull designs and materials are the
most advanced available on the market today
Vessels built with composites range from 8 meters to 65
meters
UFM ships have been designed to meet the requirements of
ultra high-speed interception and platformstability
Can operate 300 days per year at sea
Maintenance periods are brief

Force 6

Force 9

Royal Orca

Sea Guepard
Interceptor

Force 16
Sea Elite One
Interceptor

Force 70/75

Force 80

Royal Eagle

Royal Polaris

INTERCEPTORS
UFM Group Products

FORCE 6 ROYAL ORCA

Serie Force 6
Royal Orca
12.5 m (version 11m)

LOA
Top Speed
Range patrol

60 Knots
400 Nautical Miles (NM)

Seastate at 45 kts

Note:

7, wind force 10

1MN=1,852 km
1 Knot=1,852 km/hour

FORCE 9 SEAGUEPARD INTERCEPTOR

Serie Force 9
Barracuda Interceptor
LOA

14 m

Top Speed

90 knots

Range patrol
Maximum sea state

500 Nautical Miles (NM)
7, with wind factor 10

FORCE 16 ELITE ONE

Serie Force 16
Interceptor
LOA
Top Speed

15,65 to 17 m
90 Knots

Range at Speed of 50 knots

500 NM

Maximum sea state
to cruise at 35 knots.

8 /9, with wind factor 10

FORCE 70/75 ROYAL EAGLE

Series

Force 70/75

Royal Eagle
LOA
Top Speed
Range patrol
Maximum SeaState

20,5 to 21,3 m (version 27m)
60 knots
900 / 1200 NM ( 23/40 knots)
8, with wind factor 10

FORCE 80 ROYAL POLARIS

Series

Force 80

Royal Polaris
LOA
Top Speed

23,7 m
58 knots

Range patrol

1200 NM ( 23/40 knots)

Maximum sea state

8/9, with wind factor 10

Force 125

Force 145

Force 170

Force 185

Sea Guard

Barracuda

Naval
Frogman

Patrol vessel

Force 185

Force 205

Multi
Thunder Fire
interceptors
carriers

LARGE AND FAST PATROLVESSELS
UFM Group Products

FORCE 125 - SEA GUARD

Series

Force 125

Sea Guard
LOA

38 m

Top Speed

50 knots

Range patrol

3500 NM ( 12 knots)

Maximum SeaState

8/9, with wind factor 10

FORCE 145 - BARRACUDA

Series

Force 145

B arracuda
LOA

45.2 m

Top Speed

45 knots

Range patrol.

3500 NM ( 12 knots)

Maximum sea state

8/9, with wind factor 10

FORCE 170 - FAST OPV

Series

Force 170

C O RV E T T E
LOA

52.85 m

Top Speed

53 knots

Range patrol

3000 NM

Maximum sea state

8/9, with wind factor 10

FORCE 185 NARVAL - LIGHT FREGATE

Series

Force 185

Interceptor Carriers
LOA

58 m

Top Speed

38 knots

Range patrol

4050 NM

Maximum sea state

8/9, with wind factor 10

FORCE 185 RORQUE – MULTI INTERCEPTORS CARRIER

Series

Force 185

Interceptor Carriers
LOA

55 m

Top Speed

23 knots

Range patrol

5000 NM

Maximum sea state

8/9, with wind factor 10

FORCE 205 – FAST LIGHT FREGATE

Series

Force 205

Thunder Fire

LOA

63.2 m

Top Speed

40 knots

Range patrol

3600 NM

Maximum sea state

8/9, with wind factor 10

Surface Submarine
Boat

Force 6

Force 185

Maritime Security Tender

Multy Role Launcher

NEW PRODUCTS AND PROJECTS
UFM Group Products

FORCE 6 MARITIME SECURITYSYSTEM

Is specifically designed and provides the customized equipment
necessaryto maximize the security of the ocean going.
UFM Group proposes an integrated network of nodes be
emplaced providing necessary intelligence, reconnaissance and
response capability required to address the international threat
to these vesselsandtheir owners.
Total security is provided by enhancements to the yacht, the F-6,
unmanned
aircraft, communications, sensors, and the
specialized security and operations training needed to
effectively protect the yacht it’s owners and property. While
there are multiple configurations available, the following items
are recommended.
Recommended Configuration:
F-6 Maritime Security System with Rotary-Wing Drones,
Enhanced Communication, Sensors, and facilities for asmall
security team.

FORCE 185
MULTY ROLE LAUNCHER

The vessel is designed for world-wide deep water
operation to fulfill the following duties:
F16 launcher
Light subsea works
ROV operation
Survey operation
Rescue operation
Platform maintenance and security

ANNEX 1 - UFM GROUP NEW SITE INITALY

